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Abstract In the setting of symbolic dynamics on discrete

finitely generated infinite groups, we define a model of

finite automata with multiple independent heads that walk

on Cayley graphs, called group-walking automata, and use

it to define subshifts. We characterize the torsion groups

(also known as periodic groups) as those on which the

group-walking automata are strictly weaker than Turing

machines, and those on which the head hierarchy is infinite.
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1 Introduction

One of the central objects in symbolic dynamics is the

dynamical system SG (where G is a discrete group and S a

finite alphabet), called the full shift, where G acts by

translations (Ceccherini-Silberstein and Coornaert 2010).

In particular, one studies its subsystems, usually called

subshifts, and classes of such subsystems. Some of the

important classes studied are the SFTs (subshifts defined by

a finite set of forbidden patterns), sofic shifts (the factors of

SFTs) and the effective, or P0
1 subshifts (defined by a

recursively enumerable set of forbidden patterns). SFTs

and sofic shifts are natural objects to study on all groups,

and a robust notion of effectiveness of subshifts on arbi-

trary groups, which we call intrinsically P0
1, is given in

Aubrun et al. (2014).

In this paper we define some new families of subshifts

on an arbitrary (discrete finitely generated infinite) group

G. Namely, we discuss the class of subshifts defined by

certain multi-headed automata that walk on the Cayley

graph of the group G. Our model is inspired by various

flavors of two-dimensional finite automata, and is also

strongly related to the pebble automata used in Blum and

Hewitt (1967), Delorme and Mazoyer (2002). We believe

that in the context of symbolic dynamics on groups, multi-

headed finite automata provide an interesting notion to

study that combines the geometric and computational

properties of the underlying group. We have previously

studied the case G ¼ Zd in Salo and Törmä (2014), the

main result being that three-headed finite-state automata

define the same subshifts as general Turing machines.1 It

turns out that up to notational complications and a few

simple tricks, the same result can be shown on all groups

containing a copy of Z. We show this in Theorems 1 and 2:

on any group containing an isomorphic copy of Z as a

subgroup, all P0
1 subshifts can be recognized by three-
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headed automata, and four-headed automata recognize

exactly the intrinsically P0
1 subshifts. Furthermore, we

prove that five or more heads provide no additional power

to the model, so the hierarchy of heads collapses to the

fourth level. If the word problem of the group is also

decidable, the classes of P0
1 and intrinsically P0

1 subshifts

coincide, so the head hierarchy further collapses to the

third level.

Most finitely generated groups of practical interest

contain a copy of Z. For example, in addition to infinite

(finitely generated) abelian groups, this is true for free

groups, Baumslag-Solitar groups, the Heisenberg group,

the Thompson groups F, T and V, and the general linear

groups GLðn;ZÞ. In fact, infinite finitely generated

groups without a copy of Z, known as torsion groups, are

quite rare and hard to construct. Nevertheless, many

examples exist in the literature. The question is particu-

larly hard in the case that the torsion is bounded, that is,

there exists n 2 N such that every element of the group

generates a subgroup of order at most n. See Adian

(2011) for a discussion of groups with bounded torsion.

In the case of unbounded torsion, there are examples that

are relatively simple to define, and simple to prove tor-

sion. We mention in particular Grigorčuk (1980), Gupta

and Sidki (1983).

Given that such groups exist, an obvious question is

whether we can extend Theorems 1 and 2 to this case. It

turns out that we cannot: in Theorem 3 we show that a

subshift on a torsion group accepted by a multi-headed

automaton ‘cannot be too sparse’, and as a further result we

obtain Theorem 6, which characterizes the torsion groups

as those on which multi-headed automata are strictly

weaker than Turing machines. Furthermore, in Theorem 5

we show that the hierarchy of heads is infinite on every

(infinite) torsion group. The proof of this result is by a

reduction to one-dimensional finite automata and

diagonalization.

Finally, we prove in Proposition 2 that conditioned on

the existence of certain ‘unpredictable’ torsion groups,

there exist non-torsion groups on which four-headed

automata recognize a strictly larger set of configurations

than three-headed ones. This (conditionally) shows that

Theorem 2 is optimal in the number of heads.

This article is an extended version of the conference

paper (Salo and Törmä 2015), with the two last mentioned

results being new to this version. The paper (Salo and

Törmä 2015) is completely replaced by this one, but we

note that this paper is not an extended version of Salo and

Törmä (2014), whose only intersection with the present

paper is that Theorem 5 of Salo and Törmä (2014) is

essentially Theorem 1 of this paper.

2 Definitions and examples

2.1 Subshifts

In this section, we define some basic notions of of symbolic

dynamics and computability. Some references on symbolic

dynamics on general groups are Ceccherini-Silberstein and

Coornaert (2010), Aubrun et al. (2014), and a standard

reference on Z is Lind and Marcus (1995).

Let G be a group with identity element 1G 2 G. Our

groups are always infinite (the finite case being trivial) and

finitely generated (since the notions we consider are local).

For convenience, if G is finitely generated, we fix a sym-

metric finite set GðGÞ � G of generators for it. The sets

GðGÞ� and GðGÞ� n
consist of all finite words over GðGÞ

and those of length at most n, and for v;w 2 GðGÞ�, we
denote v�w and v� g if the words correspond to the same

element g 2 G. We denote by BGðnÞ the ball of radius

n with respect to the fixed set of generators:

BGðnÞ ¼ fg 2 G j w 2 GðGÞ� n;w� gg. The (right)G-dis-

tance dGðg; hÞ of two elements g; h 2 G is the smallest

n� 0 for which g 2 h � BGðnÞ. Equivalently, it is the length
of the shortest word w 2 GðGÞ� such that g� h � w.
Equivalently, it is the smallest n 2 N such that

h�1g 2 BGðnÞ.
A torsion element of a group G is an element g 2 G that

satisfies gn ¼ 1G for some n� 1. If all elements of G are

torsion, then G is a torsion group. To each torsion element

g 2 Gwe associate its order tGðgÞ ¼ minfn� 1 j gn ¼ 1Gg,
and to each finitely generated torsion group we associate the

torsion function TG : N ! N, defined by TGðnÞ ¼
maxftGðgÞ j g 2 BGðnÞg. A non-torsion group, conversely,

is one containing an isomorphic copy of Z.

Both alphabet and state set mean any finite set. The

symbol S always means an alphabet, and the set SG is the

full G-shift over S. Its elements, usually denoted by x, y, z,

are called configurations. We define both a left and a right

action of G on SG, called the left and right shifts. The left

action is given by ðg � xÞh ¼ xg�1h. The right action is given

by rRg ðxÞh ¼ xhg.

We give SG the product topology induced by the discrete

topology on S, making it a compact metrizable space. It is

easy to show that both actions are continuous in this

topology. A subshift of SG is a topologically closed subset

of SG closed under the left action of G. The subshift gen-

erated by a configuration x 2 SG is the smallest subshift of

SG containing x. Equivalently, it is the topological closure

of the orbit of x in the left action on SG. For a set of

configurations A � SG, similarly the subshift generated by

A is the smallest subshift containing A.
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A cellular automaton on a subshift X � SG is a con-

tinuous map f : X ! X that commutes with the left shifts in

the sense that g � f ðxÞ ¼ f ðg � xÞ holds for all x 2 SG and

g 2 G. We denote by AutðXÞ the group of bijective cellular

automata on X under composition.2

A pattern (on G) is a function P 2 SD, where D ¼ DðPÞ
is a finite subset of G, called the domain of P. Each pattern

P defines a cylinder set ½P	 ¼ fx 2 SG j xjD ¼ Pg. The

clopen (topologically closed and open) sets in SG are pre-

cisely the finite unions of cylinders, and form a basis for

the topology.

Subshifts can be characterized as sets X � SG for which

there exists a set of forbidden patterns F such that

X ¼ fx 2 SG j 8P 2 F : 8g 2 G : g � x 62 ½P	g:

We also need to discuss patterns that appear in the subshift,

so for A � G let LAðXÞ ¼ fP : A ! S j 9x 2 X : xjA ¼ Pg.
Each cellular automaton on X has a radius r 2 N and a

local rule F : SBGðrÞ ! S such that f ðxÞg ¼ Fððg�1 �
xÞjBGðrÞÞ holds for all x 2 X and g 2 G.

The Cayley graph of a finitely generated group G with

respect to a symmetric set of generators GðGÞ is the labeled
graph (V, E, L) where the set of edge labels is L ¼ GðGÞ,
the vertices are V ¼ G and ðg; h; kÞ 2 E (that is, there is an

edge from g to h with label k) if and only if g � k ¼ h. The

right distance of a group translates to the obvious metric in

its Cayley graph, namely the length of the shortest con-

necting path. Note that a subshift is invariant under the left

action, but the Cayley graph is drawn with respect to right

actions. When the local rule of a cellular automaton looks

for the neighbors of a cell g, it looks at the cells with index

gh, where h comes from a finite set. This means that it is

looking at the neighbors of g in the Cayley graph. We will

not explicitly discuss Cayley graphs, but whenever dis-

cussing the movement of a finite-state automaton on a

group, we have this graph in mind, giving meaning to

intuitive statements like ‘the head moves one step in

direction h’ (meaning that it moves from its original

position g to the position gh).

Example 1 Let G be the free group generated by

h1; h2 2 G, and X � SG the set

fx 2 SG j 8g 2 G : 8n 2 Z : xghn
1
¼ xgg:

We show that X is a subshift. It is clear that it is topo-

logically closed. Let then x 2 X and f 2 G. We need to

show f � x 2 X. Given g 2 G and n 2 Z, we have

ðf � xÞghn
1
¼ xf�1ghn

1
¼ xf�1g ¼ ðf � xÞg

by the definition of the left action, and the fact x 2 X. This

is also clear from writing X in terms of the action:

X ¼ fx 2 SG j 8g 2 G : 8n 2 Z : ðg�1 � xÞhn
1
¼ ðg�1 � xÞ1Gg

Definition 1 If S 3 0 is a finite alphabet, then the one-S

subshift on a group G is the subshift X1
S;G � SG where a

finite pattern P 2 SD is forbidden if and only if there exist

d 6¼ e 2 D with Pe 6¼ 0 and Pd 6¼ 0. If 0 62 S, we write

X1
S;G ¼ X1

S[f0g;G.

More concretely, the one-S subshift contains those

configurations of SG where at most one coordinate contains

a nonzero symbol. The group G is usually clear from

context, and we write X1
S for X1

S;G.

Definition 2 Let S 3 0 be a finite alphabet. A configu-

ration x 2 SG is k-sparse if it satisfies jfg 2 G j
xg 6¼ 0gj� k. A subshift is k-sparse if each of its configu-

rations is k-sparse, and sparse if it is k-sparse for some

k 2 N.

For a configuration x 2 SG and a 2 S, define the a-

support of x by suppaðxÞ ¼ fg 2 G j xg 6¼ ag. The support

of x is its 0-support.

The one-S subshift X1
S is of course a 1-sparse subshift on

any group, and all 1-sparse subshifts are of this form. Note

that in a sparse subshift, there is a global bound on the

number of nonzero symbols. The sum xþ y of sparse

configurations x; y 2 SG with disjoint supports (no g 2 G

satisfies xg 6¼ 0 and yg 6¼ 0) is defined by

ðxþ yÞg ¼
xg if xg 6¼ 0;

yg otherwise.

�

A finite pattern is represented computationally as a finite

list of word-symbol pairs ðw; dÞ 2 GðGÞ� 
 S. Such a list is

inconsistent if it contains two pairs (v, d) and (w, e) with

v�w and d 6¼ e (in this case, it does not actually encode a

pattern), and otherwise consistent.

Definition 3 Let G be a finitely generated group. The

word problem of G is the set E ¼ fw 2 GðGÞ� j w� 1Gg of

words that represent the identity element of G. Whether the

word problem is decidable is independent of the chosen

generator set. We say G is recursively presented if

G ffi hg1; . . .; gk j w1;w2; . . .i, where ðwiÞi2N is a recur-

sively enumerable sequence of words in GðGÞ� that rep-

resent the identity element of G.3 This is equivalent to the

set E being recursively enumerable.

2 This is a group because by the compactness of X, the inverse of a

CA is continuous, and the inverse of a bijection commuting with a

group action is easily seen to commute with the group action.

3 The term ‘recursively presented’ comes from the fact that one may

assume fwi j i 2 Ng to be a recursive set of words.
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A subshift on G is P0
1 if there exists a Turing machine

enumerating a list of (possibly inconsistent) forbidden

patterns for it, with the interpretation that an inconsistent

pattern defines an empty cylinder. A subshift X on G is

intrinsically P0
1 if there exists an oracle Turing machine

that, given an oracle for the word problem of G,

enumerates a list of consistent forbidden patterns for X.

If the group G has a decidable word problem, then the

classes of P0
1 and intrinsically P0

1 subshifts coincide; in

general, the latter class contains the former.

In Aubrun et al. (2014), what we call P0
1 is called ef-

fectively closed, and what we call intrinsically P0
1 is called

G-effective. The latter notion was first defined and studied

there. They also show that ‘group-walking Turing machi-

nes’ define precisely the intrinsically P0
1 subshifts on every

group.4

2.2 Automata

We now define group-walking automata and the subshifts

they recognize. Here and henceforth, by pi we mean the

projection to the ith coordinate of a finite Cartesian

product.

Definition 4 A k-headed group-walking automaton on

the full shift SG is a tuple A ¼ ð
Qk

i¼1 Qi; f ; I;F; SÞ, where
Q1;Q2; . . .;Qk are state sets not containing the symbol 0,

I and F are finite clopen subsets of the product subshift

Y ¼
Qk

i¼1 X
1
Qi
, and f : SG 
 Y ! SG 
 Y is a CA satisfying

p1 � f ¼ p1 and

piðp2ðf ðx; yÞÞÞ ¼ 0G () piðyÞ ¼ 0G

for all x 2 SG, y 2 Y and i 2 f1; . . .; kg.
For a k-headed automaton A as above, we denote by

SðAÞ � SG the subshift

fx 2 SG j 8g; h 2 G; y 2 I; n 2 N : h � p2ðf nðg � x; yÞÞ 62 Fg:

We denote by SðG; kÞ the class of all subshifts SðAÞ for k-
headed automata A. We also write SðGÞ ¼

S
k� 1 SðG; kÞ.

The intuition for these definitions is the following. A

configuration y 2 Y ¼
Qk

i¼1 X
1
Qi

consists of k layers piðyÞ,
each of which contains at most one nonzero symbol

qi 2 Qi, representing the i’th head of the automaton in state

qi. The cellular automaton f is the update function of the

heads: since f has a finite radius, the heads can only move

at a bounded speed, and interact over bounded distances.

Also, the condition p1 � f ¼ p1 ensures that the automaton

cannot alter the configuration of SG that it runs on; in other

words, our model is ‘‘read-only’’. The second condition on

f guarantees that the heads will not disappear under the

dynamics f: piðp2ðf ðx; yÞÞÞ ¼ 0G () piðyÞ ¼ 0G means

that the i’th head is present in p2ðf ðx; yÞÞ 2 Y if and only if

it is present in y 2 Y , for any configuration x 2 SG. In one

step, each head can move at most a distance of r on the

Cayley graph, where r� 0 is the radius of the local rule of

the cellular automaton f, and one can also define model-

specific local rules for these automata that explicitly

describe the movement of the heads, which is the approach

taken in Salo and Törmä (2014).

The clopen sets I;F � Y are the initial and final states

of the automaton. Each of them is a finite union of cylinder

sets [P], and since they are also finite as sets, each of the

patterns P necessarily contains all k heads of the automa-

ton. Thus, an initial or finite state specifies the position and

internal state for each head, and we translate them by every

element of G in the definition of SðGÞ.
We make a brief note on our definitions. The reader may

rightfully wonder why, for example, the heads always start

together, and must gather together in the end to reject the

configuration. We refer the interested reader to Salo and

Törmä (2014) for a discussion of these choices, as the

models are essentially equivalent. The short justification is

simply that we need to fix some model to prove results, and

we feel that the characterizations of torsion groups we

obtain are more interesting than the details of the model,

since many of them could be changed without affecting the

results. However, the fact that our heads cannot commu-

nicate over arbitrarily large distances turns out to be very

important for proving that the head hierarchy is infinite.

We discuss this in Sect. 8.

Example 2 Let G be again the free group generated by the

two elements h1; h2 2 G, and let S ¼ f0; 1g.We define a two-

headed group-walking automaton A ¼ ðQ1 
 Q2; f ; I;F; SÞ
onG as follows. The local state sets areQ1 ¼ fqðh1Þ; qðh�1

1 Þg
and Q2 ¼ fqðh2Þ; qðh�1

2 Þg, the set of initial states I contains
only the cylinder set fx 2 ðQ1 
 Q2ÞG j x1G ¼ ðqðh1Þ;
qðh2ÞÞg, and the set of final states F contains the cylinder

fx 2 ðQ1 
 Q2ÞG j x1G ¼ ðqðh�1
1 Þ; qðh�1

2 ÞÞg. This means

that the heads of the automaton are initialized at the same

coordinate in states qðh1Þ and qðh2Þ, and a configuration is

rejected if they ever return to the same coordinate in states

qðh�1
1 Þ and qðh�1

2 Þ. The CA f moves each head by the step

indicated in its state, and if a head encounters a symbol 1 in

state qðh1Þ or qðh2Þ, it assumes the respective inverse state

qðh�1
1 Þ or qðh�1

2 Þ.
In a run of the automaton, the heads start moving in the

directions h1 and h2 until they encounter symbols 1, and

then turn back. If both of them turn at the same time, they

4 Turing machines can do this on any group, as they can modify a

configuration and create a tape for themselves. Our finite-state

automata fail in this task on torsion groups, by Theorem 6.
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will meet again where they started, in the states qðh�1
1 Þ and

qðh�1
2 Þ, so the configuration is rejected. If not, the

configuration is not rejected. Thus the automaton A defines

the subshift X � SG with the forbidden patterns

f1G 7!0; h1 7!0; . . .; hn�1
1 7!0; hn1 7!1; h2 7!0; . . .; hn�1

2 7!0; hn2 7!1g

for all n� 1. It is not an SFT.

Naturally, Turing machines are stronger than multi-

headed finite automata.

Lemma 1 If G is a finitely generated group and

X 2 SðGÞ, then X is intrinsically P0
1.

Proof Let A be a group-walking automaton that defines

X. We construct an oracle Turing machine TA that outputs its

forbidden patterns. The machine TA enumerates all consis-

tent patterns over G (using the oracle for the word problem

of G), and simulates a run of the automaton A on each of

them, from every initial state. If one of the heads exits the

pattern during such a simulation, or every head enters an

infinite loop, that simulation is simply discarded. If one of

the runs enters a rejecting state on the pattern P before

exiting it (from any initial configuration and initial position

on the domainD(P)), themachine TA outputs the patternP. It

is clear that TA defines the same subshift as A. h

3 Non-torsion groups

On non-torsion groups, there are essentially no restrictions

on the types of computation a multi-headed finite state

automaton can do, apart from the inherent limits of com-

putation. In fact, we will implement all P0
1-subshifts on

such groups, using just three heads. The construction is

similar to that in Delorme and Mazoyer (2002) and Salo

and Törmä (2014).

Theorem 1 If G is finitely generated and non-torsion,

then SðG; 3Þ contains every P0
1-subshift on G.

Proof Let X � SG be a P0
1-subshift, and let h 2 G be an

element of infinite order. Given a Turing machine T enu-

merating a list of forbidden patterns for X, we construct an

automaton AT with three heads, the pointer head, the zig-

zag head and the counter head. The relative positions of

these heads store a number, which we increment, decre-

ment, multiply and divide by suitable constants, and test for

equivalence and divisibility by constants, in order to per-

form arbitrary computation: such a model is Turing-com-

plete by the results of Schroeppel (1972).

More precisely, all heads are initialized on the same

element of G, which we may assume to be 1G. The run of

the automaton proceeds in sweeps, each of which either

corresponds to an arithmetical operation as described

above, or moves the heads in some direction. Between

these sweeps, the location of both the pointer head and the

zig-zag head is some g 2 G, and the position of the counter

head is ghp. The number p 2 N is the counter value.

Changes in the counter value are used to perform

computation, and changes to the value g allow us to read

the contents of every cell in the configuration.

The role of the zig-zag head is to make ‘sweeps’

between the pointer and counter heads, and coordinate their

movement. First, to increment the counter value, the zig-

zag head moves to the counter head along the progression

g; gh; gh2; . . .. When the counter head is reached at the

coordinate ghp, it makes a single step to the coordinate

ghpþ1, and the zig-zag head returns to the pointer head. The

procedure for decrementing the counter is analogous.

Next, we explain how to multiply the counter value by a

rational number 0\ m
n
\1 assuming it is divisible by n; to

multiply by a rational number greater than 1, one

essentially performs the same steps in reverse. The zig-

zag head again moves to the counter head, which is at ghp,

along the progression g; gh; gh2; . . .. The two heads then

perform a coordinated move along the infinite path

g; gh; gh2; . . . so that they meet exactly at gh
m
n
p. The zig-

zag head then returns to the pointer head, and computation

continues. We have much freedom in performing these

moves, but we fix a particular scheme that works: After the

zig-zag head and the counter head meet, the counter head

starts moving in steps of h towards the pointer head (so that

from the cell ghj, it moves to the cell ghj�1 in one step),

until it meets the zig-zag head again. The zig-zag head

moves towards the pointer head by hn every step, until it

meets the pointer head. Note that n divides p, so that the

zig-zag head indeed reaches exactly the cell g. After this,

the zig-zag head starts moving back towards the counter

head at speed m
n�m�1

. More precisely, the zig-zag head

carries a modular counter, starting at 0, and at each step it

increments this counter. When the modular counter reaches

n� m� 1, the zig-zag head resets it to 0 and moves by hm.

When the zig-zag head reaches the counter head, it turns

back, and returns to the pointer head. It is a simple

calculation to check that the heads meet exactly at gh
m
n
p, as

required, so the counter value has been changed correctly.

Now that we can do arbitrary computation in the counter

value, we give the algorithm we simulate in it. In the

algorithm, objects related to the group are stored as they

are output by the Turing machine: group elements are finite

words over GðGÞ, and patterns P 2 SD are lists of pairs

ðw; sÞ 2 GðGÞ� 
 S meaning Pw ¼ s. We assume the Tur-

ing machine T outputs an infinite list of (possibly

inconsistent) forbidden patterns, and enters the state qout
every time it outputs a new pattern.
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The function ReadSymbol gives the symbol currently

under the pointer head. The procedure MoveByðaÞ causes
the three heads to assume new positions: if the pointer head

and zig-zag head are at g and the counter head is at ghp,

they are moved to ga and gahp, respectively. This step is

explained below. We note that there are only finitely many

different messages sent between the abstract computation

and AT , namely the exchange related to ReadSymbol and

the commands MoveByðaÞ for finitely many a 2 G. This

information exchange can easily be performed by storing

the state of the Turing machine T directly in the finite state

of the pointer head.

It is easy to see that this algorithm does what we want:

whenever the Turing machine T enumerates a forbidden

pattern P0, we expand the stored pattern P by reading the

configuration until its domain contains that ofP0. IfP0 occurs
in the configuration, it is eventually found by the algorithm

from some starting position, and conversely, if the automa-

ton halts, this is because it found a forbidden pattern.

To finish the proof, we explain how to perform

MoveByðaÞ using the same trick we used to perform

multiplications. First, the zig-zag head moves to the

counter head in steps of h. Then, both heads start moving

toward the pointer head. The counter head moves in steps

of h�1, computing the parity of p on the way, and the zig-

zag head moves in steps of h�2. If p is even, then the zig-

zag head reaches the pointer head exactly, moves to ga, and

starts moving along the sequence ga; gah; gah2; . . . in steps

of h. If p is odd, then the zig-zag head reaches the cell gh�1

instead, moves to gah, and starts moving in steps of h as

before. The counter head performs the same task, but with

the speeds reversed: after reaching the pointer head with

speed h�1, it starts moving from ga in steps of h2 if p is

even, and from gah in steps of h2 if p is odd. When the

counter head reaches the pointer head, the pointer head also

moves to ga. It is easy to check that the counter head and

the zig-zag head meet at the cell gahp. The counter head

stops, and the zig-zag head returns to the pointer head. h

From this theorem, Lemma 1 and the fact that all

intrinsically P0
1 subshifts are P0

1 on groups with decidable

word problem, we infer the following result.

Corollary 1 If G is finitely generated and non-torsion,

and has decidable group problem, then SðG; 3Þ ¼ SðG; kÞ
for all k� 3.

Next, we give a characterization of the class of intrin-

sically P0
1 subshifts in terms of our model. The proof is

essentially identical to that of Theorem 1, with only minor

modifications.

Theorem 2 If G is finitely generated and non-torsion,

then the class SðG; 4Þ ¼
S

k� 1 SðG; kÞ contains exactly the
intrinsically P0

1 subshifts on G.

Proof All subshifts in
S

k� 1 SðG; kÞ are intrinsically P0
1,

by Lemma 1. The proof that SðG; 4Þ contains the intrinsi-

callyP0
1 subshifts is similar to that of Theorem 1, except that

we must simulate a Turing machine with access to an oracle

for the word problem of G. Thus, we only need to describe

how one can use four heads to check whether the identity

1�w holds for an arbitrary w 2 GðGÞ�. For this, we use

three heads to move by the letters of w, and leave the fourth

head as a marker in the cell we started from. We return back

on top of the fourth head if and only if 1�w. We can then

move back by w�1 and pick up the fourth head. h

4 Walking on torsion groups

A torsion group is one where every element generates a

finite subgroup. In this section, we show that on such

groups, non-trivial sparse subshifts cannot be recognized
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by multi-headed automata. We also show two results about

cellular automata and automorphism groups of sparse

subshifts on torsion groups. These follow from a curious

property, Lemma 4, of CA on sparse subshifts on torsion

groups. The lemma states, intuitively, that finitely many

heads can only travel a (uniformly) bounded distance on

the all-zero configuration on a torsion group.

In the proof of the lemma, we use the following lemma

about finite pseudometric spaces. A pseudometric on a set

X is a function d : X 
 X ! R� 0 that is symmetric, satis-

fies the triangle inequality and dðx; xÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 X,

and a pseudometric space is a topological (not necessarily

Hausdorff) space with a basis given by open balls defined

by a pseudometric. The diameter of a subset Y � X is

denoted diamðYÞ.

Lemma 2 Let (X, d) be a finite pseudometric space with

jXj ¼ k� 2, and let y 6¼ z 2 X. For all c\dðy; zÞ=ðk � 1Þ,
there exists a partition X ¼ Y [ Z with y 2 Y , z 2 Z, and

dðY ; ZÞ[ c.

In particular, this can be applied to two elements y; z 2
X such that dðy; zÞ ¼ diamðXÞ.

Proof For a set E � X, write BEðrÞ for the closed ball of

radius r� 0 around E. Let X1 ¼ fyg, and inductively define
Xiþ1 ¼ BXi

ðcÞ. For all i� 1 we have either jXiþ1j[ jXij or
Xiþ1 ¼ Xi, and in the latter case we have Xj ¼ Xi for all

j� i. It follows that Xi ¼ Xiþ1 holds for some i� k.

If we have z 2 Xi, then dðy; zÞ� ðk � 1Þc, since z is in

the ball Byðði� 1ÞcÞ � Byððk � 1ÞcÞ. This is a contradic-

tion, so it must be the case that z 62 Xi. Then Y ¼ Xi and

Z ¼ X n Xi give the desired partition. h

Lemma 3 Let x; y 2 SG and let f be a CA on SG with

radius r 2 N such that f ð0GÞ ¼ 0G. Suppose further that

for all n 2 N, the distance between the supports of f nðxÞ
and f nðyÞ is strictly more than 2r. Then f nðxþ yÞ ¼
f nðxÞ þ f nðyÞ for all n 2 N.

Proof This follows by induction: f nþ1ðxþ yÞ ¼ f ðf nðxÞ þ
f nðyÞÞ ¼ f nþ1ðxÞ þ f nþ1ðyÞ since by the assumption, the

supports of f nðxÞ and f nðyÞ have distance stricly more than

2r, so every application of the local rule sees only one of

the supports. h

Lemma 4 For all torsion groups G, there exists a func-

tion d : N3 ! N with the following property. For all k-

sparse subshifts X � SG over all alphabets S 3 0 with

jSj ¼ qþ 1, all cellular automata f : X ! X with radius

r 2 N, and all x 2 X, we have

ð9n 2 N : f nðxÞg 6¼ 0Þ)9h 2 BGðdðk; q; rÞÞ : xgh 6¼ 0:

Proof We prove the existence of such a function d by

induction. We define the function so that it is monotone in

all the three parameters. Let tG be the order function and TG
the torsion function of G.

Case 1: k ¼ 1

First, let k ¼ 1, and let f : X ! X be a CA. It is easy to

show that if xgh ¼ 0 for all h 2 BGðrÞ, then f ðxÞg ¼ 0.

Intuitively, this means that nonzero symbols can ‘spread’

by at most r per time step, and one cannot appear from

nowhere. Since X is a k-sparse subshift and k ¼ 1, every

point x 2 X contains at most one nonzero coordinate

xg 6¼ 0. Intuitively, we want to give an upper bound on how

far the nonzero symbol can travel from its initial position g.

By shift-commutation, it is enough to analyze the case

x1G 6¼ 0. Combining the previous observations and the fact

jSj ¼ qþ 1, it follows from the pigeonhole principle that

f nþmðxÞ ¼ h � f nðxÞ for some 0� n\nþ m� qþ 1 and

h 2 BGððqþ 1ÞrÞ.5 Since f commutes with the shift, we

have f nþ‘mðxÞ ¼ h‘ � f nðxÞ for all ‘ 2 N. Since htGðhÞ ¼ 1G,

we have f nþtGðhÞmðxÞ ¼ f nðxÞ. We have shown that f jðxÞh0 6¼
0 for some j 2 N implies h0 2 BGððqþ 1Þrð1þ tGðhÞÞÞ.
Since h 2 BGððqþ 1ÞrÞ, we can define

dð1; q; rÞ ¼ ðqþ 1Þrð1þ TGððqþ 1ÞrÞÞ:

Case 2: k[ 1

Next, consider the case k[ 1. To each configuration

x 2 X, we associate the metric space A(x) whose points are

the nonzero coordinates of x, and whose distances are those

induced by the natural (right) distance in G. We will split

the analysis of the dynamics of f on the point x into two

cases, depending on whether the ‘diameter’ of the config-

uration f nðxÞ stays bounded (by an explicit constant) as

n grows.

Intuitively, the idea is that as long as the diameter stays

small, we can shrink all the information in x into a single

symbol, reducing to the case dð1; �; �Þ, and if the config-

uration starts expanding, then it splits into two pieces that

can never again communicate, and we apply induction to

these smaller pieces.

More precisely, consider the metric space AðxÞ ¼
ðfg 2 G j xg 6¼ 0g; dGÞ. Define c ¼ 2dðk � 1; q; rÞ þ 2r,

and note that since d is monotone, we in particular have

c� max
1� ‘\k

dð‘; q; rÞ þ dðk � ‘; q; rÞ þ 2r:

We say that a configuration x 2 X is clustered if

diam ðAðxÞÞ� ðk � 1Þc holds, and scattered otherwise.

Suppose x 2 X and N 2 N are such that f nðxÞ is

clustered for all n�N. We will give an upper bound on

how far nonzero symbols can travel from their original

positions in these N steps. Let Z � X be the subshift

5 Note that here we use the fact that x1G 6¼ 0. In general, we can only

conclude f nþmðxÞ ¼ rRh ðf nðxÞÞ for some h 2 BGððqþ 1ÞrÞ.
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generated by the configurations f nðxÞ for n�N. It is easy to

see that every configuration of Z is clustered. Note that the

subshift Z may not be closed under f.

Let Y ¼ X1
f0g[K , where K � LBGððk�1ÞcÞðZÞ is the set of

patterns P of shape BGððk � 1ÞcÞ occurring in Z such that

P1G 6¼ 0. Clearly, Y is a 1-sparse subshift, and it should be

thought of as a ‘compressed’ version of Z, where all the

nonzero symbols have been encoded into a single coordi-

nate. The idea is to simulate the CA f on the compressed

subshift Y, and reduce back to the k ¼ 1 case. Let / : Y !
SG be the ‘decompression function’ defined by

/ðyÞh ¼
ðygÞg�1h; if 9g 2 G : yg 6¼ 0 ^ g�1h 2 BGððk � 1ÞcÞ;
0; otherwise.

�

Let Y 0 ¼ /�1ðZÞ, so that / : Y 0 ! Z is a surjective block

map.6 A visualization of / is shown in Fig. 1.

Claim There exists a (not necessarily unique) cellular

automaton f/ : Y 0 ! Y 0 such that /ðf/ðyÞÞ ¼ f ð/ðyÞÞ holds
for all y 2 Y 0 such that f ð/ðyÞÞ 2 Z.

Intuitively, the CA f/ simulates f on the compressed

configurations of Y 0, as long as their /-images are

clustered.

Proof (of claim) Observe that for each z 2 Z and g 2 G

there is at most one configuration y 2 Y 0 such that yg 6¼ 0

and /ðyÞ ¼ z. To define a map f/ with the desired prop-

erties, we need a way to pick a group element in every

subset of the group contained in a ball of radius

ðk � 1Þcþ r. For this, one can use any choice function

w : fD j ;(D � BGððk � 1Þcþ rÞg ! BGððk � 1Þcþ rÞ

satisfying wðDÞ 2 D for all D � BGððk � 1Þcþ rÞ. For this
purpose, we use a total order h1\h2\h3\ � � � on G, not

necessarily in any way compatible with its algebraic

structure, and take wðAÞ to be the least element of A.

First, for the all-0 configuration 0G 2 Y 0, we define

f/ð0GÞ ¼ 0G, and for all y 2 Y 0 such that f ð/ðyÞÞ 62 Z, we

also define f 0ðyÞ ¼ 0G. For all other y 2 Y 0, let g 2 G be the

unique element with yg 6¼ 0, and let W � Y 0 be the set of

configurations y0 2 Y 0 with /ðy0Þ ¼ f ð/ðyÞÞ. The set W is

nonempty since / : Y 0 ! Z is surjective, and it is finite

because the unique nonzero coordinate of each y0 2 W is

among the coordinates gh where h 2 BGððk � 1Þcþ rÞ,
since we assumed P1G 6¼ 0 for each P 2 K. Now, we

choose f/ðyÞ to be the unique configuration y0 2 W with

y0gh 6¼ 0, where h 2 G is minimal in the ordering

h1\h2\ � � �. It is easy to check that f/ is then continuous

and shift-commuting. In fact, from the way we defined it,

we see that its radius is at most ðk � 1Þcþ r. h

Recall our assumption that x 2 X and f nðxÞ is clustered
for all n�N. We have x 2 Z by the definition of Z, so there

exists a configuration y 2 Y 0 such that /ðyÞ ¼ x. By the

above claim, we have /ðf n/ðyÞÞ ¼ f nðxÞ for all n�N. Since

Y is a 1-sparse subshift with alphabet of size jKj þ 1 and f/
is a CA on it with radius at most ðk � 1Þcþ r, we have

ð9n : f n/ðyÞg 6¼ 0Þ)9h 2 BGðdð1; jKj; ðk � 1Þcþ rÞÞ : ygh 6¼ 0

ð1Þ

by Case 1 of this proof. We also remark that if we have

N[ jKj, then the configuration f nðxÞ is clustered for all

n 2 N, since there exist i\j�N such that f i/ð/ðyÞÞ is a

translated version of f
j
/ð/ðyÞÞ.

Subcase 2.1: clustered configurations

Now, consider the case when f nðxÞ is clustered for all

n 2 N. Suppose that f nðxÞg 6¼ 0 for some g 2 G. Since the

block map / has radius ðk � 1Þc, we have /ðf nðxÞÞgh0 ¼
f n/ðyÞgh0 6¼ 0 for some h0 2 BGððk � 1ÞcÞ. Equation (1)

implies that ygh0h 6¼ 0 for some h 2 BGðdð1; jKj;
ðk � 1Þcþ rÞÞ, and from the definition of / it follows that

xgh0h 6¼ 0 as well, since ðygh0hÞ1G 6¼ 0. We have shown that

if f nðxÞ contains a nonzero symbol in some coordinate, then

there is a nonzero coordinate in x at distance at most

dð1; jKj; ðk � 1Þcþ rÞ þ ðk � 1Þc. Note that the cardinality
of K is at most doubly exponential in ðk � 1Þc and

c ¼ 2dðk � 1; q; rÞ þ 2r, so this formula only depends on k,

q and r.

Subcase 2.2: scattered configurations

Suppose finally that the configuration f nðxÞ is scattered
for some n 2 N, which we assume to be minimal. As

remarked above, we must have n� jKj, as otherwise there

6 The fact that G is torsion prevents us, in general, from defining a

bijective version of /. Also, the subshift Y 0 may be strictly smaller

than Y.
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Fig. 1 The decompression function / applied to a configuration

y 2 Y . We have chosen G ¼ Z2 here for simplicity, even though it is

not a torsion group. Note that the alphabet of Y consists of certain

patterns of X and the symbol 0
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exist i\j� n such that f i/ð/ðyÞÞ is a translated version of

f
j
/ð/ðyÞÞ. We can then apply Lemma 2 to the metric space

Aðf nðxÞÞ, and obtain a partition for it into sets C;D � G

with distance more than c.

Denote y ¼ f nðxÞ. We define a partition of the configu-

ration y by y ¼ yC þ yD, where ðyCÞg ¼ yg when g 2 C and

ðyCÞg ¼ 0 otherwise, and yD is defined analogously. By the

definition of c, we have c� dðjCj; q; rÞ þ dðjDj; q; rÞ þ 2r.

Then by Lemma 3 we have f jðyÞ ¼ f jðyCÞ þ f jðyDÞ for all
j 2 N. In particular, ifwe have f jðyÞg 6¼ 0 for some j 2 N and

g 2 G, then ygh 6¼ 0 for some h 2 BGðmax‘\k dð‘; q; rÞÞ �
BGðdðk � 1; q; rÞÞ by the induction hypothesis. Since we

have n� jKj and the CA f has radius r, this implies that

xghh0 6¼ 0 for some h0 2 BGðrjKjÞ, which implies hh0 2
BGðrjKj þ dðk � 1; q; rÞÞ.

Putting all three cases together, we can define the

function d recursively by

dðk; q; rÞ ¼ dð1; jKj; ðk � 1Þcþ rÞ þ ðk � 1Þcþ rjKj þ dðk � 1; q; rÞ

for all k[ 1. h

The bounds we give are not very strong, but at least one

can check that if the torsion function TG is primitive

recursive (computable, respectively), then so is the func-

tion d. For our model, Lemma 4 implies the following

result about infinite torsion groups.

Theorem 3 If G is finitely generated, infinite and torsion,

and X � SG is sparse and nontrivial, then X 62 SðGÞ.

Proof Let A be a group-walking automaton and Y its

associated subshift, and let X0 ¼ fxþ y j x; y 2 X; 8g 2
G : xg ¼ 0 _ yg ¼ 0g. Since X0 
 Y is sparse, Lemma 4

implies that any head of A can only travel a bounded dis-

tance on any configuration of X0 
 Y . Then, for all x 2 X

and all but finitely many g 2 G, the configuration xþ ðg �
xÞ is rejected by A if and only if x is. If the support of x is

maximal, this configuration is not in X. Thus A does not

define X. h

As an aside, we mention that Lemma 4 also has a

corollary for automorphism groups of sparse subshifts on

torsion groups.

Theorem 4 If G is torsion and X � SG is sparse, then

AutðXÞ is also torsion.

The last theorem has a converse: If G is not torsion and

X � SG is sparse and nontrivial, then there is an automor-

phism of X that shifts an isolated point of X along a copy of

Z. If the right shifts rRg are well-defined on X is suffices to

take rRg for g of infinite order.

5 Infinite hierarchy

We showed in Theorem 2 that the hierarchy SðG; kÞk� 1

collapses to the fourth level whenever G is not a torsion

group. We now prove the converse of this, obtaining a

characterization of torsion groups.

Theorem 5 Let G be a finitely generated infinite torsion

group. Then the hierarchy SðG; kÞk� 1 is infinite.

It was proved already in Blum and Hewitt (1967) that the

head hierarchy of finite automata on two-dimensional finite

grids is infinite. The main idea of the proof is diagonaliza-

tion: an automaton with many heads can simulate all auto-

mata with few heads and behave differently from them on at

least one input. Our proof is also based in diagonalization,

but in order to apply it, we need to prove some additional

restrictions that apply to automata on torsion groups.

We begin by proving a strengthening of Lemma 4, and

for that, we need some auxiliary definitions. For two

nonempty sets A;B � G, we denote dGðA;BÞ ¼
minfdGða; bÞ j a 2 A; b 2 Bg, and similarly dGðg;BÞ ¼
minfdGðg; bÞ j b 2 Bg for g 2 G. Note that this does not

define a pseudometric on subsets of G, as the triangle

inequality does not hold in general. For two configurations

x; y 2 SG and a 2 S, denote by

dmaxðy!
a
xÞ ¼ max

g2suppaðyÞ
dGðg; suppaðxÞÞ

the maximum distance between a non-a coordinate of y and

the a-support of x. Also, fix a function / : N
N ! N

such that /ð1;NÞ ¼ 4N and /ðk;NÞ[ k/ðk � 1;NÞ þ
ð3k þ 4ÞN for k[ 1 and N 2 N.

Lemma 5 Let G be a torsion group, and let 0 2 S. Let

A ¼ ðQ; f ; I;F; SÞ be a k-headed automaton with radius

r� 0, and let N � dðk; jQj; rÞ� r as defined in Lemma 4.

Let x 2 SG be an arbitrary configuration, and let y 2 Y be

a configuration in the associated subshift of A. Then for all

n 2 N, for the configuration yn ¼: p2ðf nðx; yÞÞ it holds that
dmaxðyn !

0
xÞ�M ¼: maxð/ðk;NÞ; dmaxðy!

0
xÞ þ NÞ.

The intuition behind this lemma is that the heads of a

group-walking automaton cannot travel arbitrarily far away

from the region of non-0 coordinates (unless some heads

are far away from this region in the first place). Note that

dmaxðyn !
0
xÞ is the maximum distance of a head of A from

a non-0 coordinate of x at time n, so dmaxðyn !
0
xÞ�M

means that no head of A is further than M steps away from

a non-0 coordinate. We will later use this result to simulate

a given automaton by one that never steps from a non-0

coordinate to one containing a 0.
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Proof Suppose first that dGðsupp0ðxÞ; supp0ðyÞÞ[ 2N, so

that the heads of A are already far from the 0-support of

x. We define ym ¼: p2ðf mðx; yÞÞ, and note that ym ¼
p2ðf mð0G; yÞÞ for all m� 1 such that dGðsupp0ðxÞ;
supp0ðym�1ÞÞ[N, since the radius of f is r�N. By an

inductive argument with Lemma 4 applied to the k-sparse

subshift 0G 
 Y , this holds for all m� 1, and we have

dmaxðym!
0
xÞ�dmaxðy!

0
xÞþ dðk; jQj; rÞ�dmaxðy!

0
xÞþN

for all m�0. Thus the claim holds in this case.

Suppose then that dGðsupp0ðxÞ; supp0ðyÞÞ� 2N, and

assume for contradiction that dmaxðyn !
0
xÞ[M holds for

some n 2 N. We proceed by induction on k, the number of

heads of A. If k ¼ 1, then there exists m\n with

2N\dmaxðym !0 xÞ� 3N, and applying the argument of

the first paragraph to ym gives dmaxðyn !
0
xÞ� 4N ¼ M.

Next, suppose that k[ 1, and let m\n be such that

M � 2N\dmaxðym !0 xÞ�M � N. The time step m exists,

since dmaxðymþ1 !0 xÞ� dmaxðym !0 xÞ þ r for all m 2 N and

dmaxðy!
0
xÞ�M � N. If we have dGðsupp0ðxÞ; supp0ðymÞÞ

[ 2N, then the first paragraph applied to ym again gives

dmaxðyn !
0
xÞ�/ðk;NÞ.

Suppose then that dGðg; supp0ðxÞÞ� 2N for some

g 2 supp0ðymÞ, and let X ¼ supp0ðymÞ. Then ðX; dGÞ is a

pseudometric space with jXj � k, and Lemma 2 applied to

the coordinate g and the coordinate h 2 supp0ðymÞ with

dGðh; supp0ðxÞÞ[M � 2N �/ðk;NÞ � 2N gives a parti-

tion of X into two components Xg, Xh such that g 2 Xg,

h2Xh and dGðXg;XhÞ�ð/ðk;NÞ�4NÞ=k[/ðk�1;NÞþ3N.

This gives a partition ym¼ym;gþym;h for the configuration

ym in the obvious way.

We claim that if Xh is chosen to be minimal, then

dGðsupp0ðxÞ;XhÞ[ 2N. Namely, if Xh is minimal, then for

every h0 2 Xh there exists a sequence h ¼ h1; h2; . . .; hs ¼ h0

such that s\k and dGðhi; hiþ1Þ\ð/ðk;NÞ � 4NÞ=k for

every i. Then dGðh; h0Þ\/ðk;NÞ � 4N, which implies

dGðh0;g0Þ[dGðh;g0Þ � dGðh0;hÞ[/ðk;NÞ � 2N �/ðk;NÞ
þ4N ¼ 2N for all g0 2 supp0ðxÞ.

Denote ymþp;g ¼ p2ðf pðx; ym;gÞÞ for p� 0, and similarly

for h. By Lemma 4, we have supp0ðymþp;hÞ � supp0

ðym;hÞ � BGðNÞ, and in particular dmaxðymþp;h !0 xÞ�M

holds for all p� 0. Next, we apply the induction hypothesis

to the configuration ym;g, and obtain

dmaxðymþp;g !0 xÞ� maxð/ðk � 1;NÞ; dmaxðym;g !
0
xÞ þ NÞ\M

for all p� 0. By induction on p, we can now show

dGðsupp0ðyg;mþpÞ; supp0ðyh;mþpÞÞ[N

for all p� 0, so that ymþp ¼ yg;mþp þ yh;mþp. Since

dmaxðymþp!0 xÞ� maxðdmaxðyg;mþp!0 xÞ;dmaxðyh;mþp!0 xÞÞ,
this finishes the proof. h

Next, we define geodesics of finitely generated groups,

which we use to embed finite one-dimensional languages

into subshifts on torsion groups.

Definition 5 Let G be a finitely generated group, and let

p 2 G� be a word of length n over G. We say that p is a

path, if p�1
i piþ1 2 GðGÞ holds for all i 2 f0; . . .; n� 2g,

and it is a geodesic, if dGðp0; pn�1Þ ¼ n� 1. The set of

geodesics of G is denoted GeoðGÞ.
Fix an alphabet S and some symbol # 62 S, and denote

SðGÞ ¼ S
 GðGÞ [ f#g. For a path p 2 Gn that has no

repeated elements and w 2 Sn, define the configuration

xðp;wÞ 2 SGðGÞ by xpi ¼ ðwi; p
�1
i piþ1Þ for all i 2 f0; . . .;

n� 2g, xpn�1
¼ ðwn�1; 1GÞ, and xg ¼ # for all other g 2 G.

For a language L � S�, the G-geodesic subshift of L,

denoted XL
G, is the topological closure of

fxðp;wÞ j p 2 GeoðGÞ;w 2 L; jpj ¼ jwjg ð2Þ

which is a shift-invariant set.

We note some properties of geodesics and XL
G. First,

every contiguous subsequence of a geodesic is itself a

geodesic, and arbitrarily long geodesics can be found in all

infinite groups. Second, the only elements of XL
G with

finitely many non-# coordinates are exactly those in (2).

The following observation simplifies the proof of the fol-

lowing lemma.

Lemma 6 Let G be an infinite finitely generated group. If

some configuration in XL
G does not contain arbitrarily

large balls containing only #, then G is virtually Z.

Proof Suppose XL
G contains a configuration not con-

taining arbitrarily large balls of all #. Then in G, there

is an infinite geodesic p such that every g 2 G is at

distance at most m 2 N from some element in p. It is

easy to see that the number of elements at distance

n 2 N from the origin of G is at most

ð2ðnþ mÞ þ 1ÞjBGðmÞj. In particular, the group has linear

volume growth in the sense of Matthew (2016), and thus

is virtually Z.

Lemma 7 Let G be an infinite finitely generated torsion

group and S a finite alphabet. For each k-headed

automaton A ¼ ðQ; f ; I;F; SðGÞÞ, there exists a k-headed

automaton Â ¼ ðQ̂; f̂ ; Î; F̂; SðGÞÞ with XS�
G \ SðAÞ ¼ XS�

G \
SðÂÞ such that the following conditions hold.
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1. Every initial configuration y 2 Î of Â has all heads at

1G, and if x 2 XS�
G is such that x1G ¼ #, then

p2ðf̂
nðx; yÞÞ 62 G � F̂ for all n 2 N.

2. For any configuration x 2 XS�
G such that x1G 6¼ # and

any y 2 Î, we have supp0ðp2ðf̂
nðx; yÞÞÞ � supp#ðxÞ for

all n 2 N.

The essence of this lemma is that, on a torsion group,

every automaton A can be turned into an automaton Â

whose heads never leave the support of the configuration,

so that on the configurations we are interested in, namely

XS�
G , the automaton Â simulates the behavior of A.

Proof Let N � dðk; jQj; rÞ� r be given by Lemma 4 for

A, and assume without loss of generality that every initial

configuration y 2 I satisfies supp0ðyÞ � BGðNÞ. We may

also assume that XS�

G \ SðAÞ 6¼ ;.
We first construct an automaton ~A ¼ ð ~Q; ~f ; ~I; ~F; SðGÞÞ

that satisfies condition 1. For that, define the state sets of ~A

as ~Qi ¼ Qi [ fqy;gi j y 2 I; g 2 BGð3NÞg, and the initial set

~I as the collection of clopen sets of configurations with

ðqy;gi Þki¼1 at the origin, where y 2 I and g 2 BGð3NÞ are the

same for all coordinates i 2 f1; . . .; kg. The update function
~f behaves exactly as f on the states Qi. Suppose then that

head i is in one of the new states q
y;g
i at coordinate h 2 G,

where g 2 BGð3NÞ and y 2 I contains head i at coordinate

gi 2 BGðNÞ. If xh 6¼ #, then the head will step to the

coordinate hggi in state qi, and if xh ¼ #, it will retain its

state and position. This behavior is visualized in Fig. 2.

Finally, the final set ~F is exactly F.

It is clear by construction that ~A satisfies condition 1. Let

us show that XS�
G \ SðAÞ ¼ XS�

G \ Sð~AÞ holds, and for that,

let x 2 XS�

G be arbitrary. If x 2 SðAÞ, then clearly x 2 Sð~AÞ,
since every accepting initial configuration y 2 I and g 2
BGð3NÞ give rise to an accepting initial configuration of ~A:

the run of ~A either simulates the accepting run of A, or the

heads never leave the states q
y;g
i . Now, let y 2 I and g 2 G

be such that the run p2ðf nðx; g � yÞÞ 2 G � F for some n� 0.

If dGðg; supp#ðxÞÞ� 3N, then the initial configuration ~y 2 ~I

containing the states q
y;h�1

i , where h 2 BGð3NÞ is such that

xgh 6¼ #, satisfies f ðx; gh � ~yÞ ¼ ðx; g � yÞ, and thus leads to

a rejecting run of ~A. On the other hand, if we have

dGðg; supp#ðxÞÞ[ 3N, then dGðggi; supp#ðxÞÞ[ 2N for

all heads i, and Lemma 4 implies that none of the heads of

A ever come within distance N of supp#ðxÞ. By Lemma 6,

every configuration of XS�
G contains arbitrarily large areas

of #s, so since the run of A is rejecting, we have

XS�
G \ SðAÞ ¼ ;, contradicting our earlier assumption. Thus

the case dGðg; supp#ðxÞÞ[ 3N is impossible, and we have

shown XS�

G \ SðAÞ ¼ XS�

G \ Sð~AÞ.
Let us now define the automaton Â. We define the state

sets by Q̂i ¼ ð ~Qi 
 BGðMÞÞ [ feg, where M ¼ /ðk;NÞ þ
N and e is a new error state. The idea is that a head of Â at

g 2 G in state (q, h) represents the corresponding head of ~A

at gh in state q. The initial configurations are defined from

those of ~A by having each head in state ðq; 1GÞ instead of q,

and the final configurations are defined by having the

simulated heads in some final configuration of ~A.

We do not define the update function f̂ explicitly, but

instead give an intuitive explanation of how it behaves on a

configuration z ¼ ðx; yÞ 2 XS�
G 
 Y . From the simulated

states and positions of the heads of ~A in y, one can

compute the simulated states qi and positions gi of the

heads of ~A on the next time step. For each i, the function f̂

places the actual head at the coordinate hi 2 gi � BGðMÞ for
which the distance dGðgi; hiÞ is minimal (with ties being

broken in some consistent way). The head will be in state

ðqi; h�1
i giÞ, so it is correctly simulating the head at gi. If

such a coordinate does not exist, the head i retains its

position and enters the error state e in the image f(z).

Lemma 5 implies that for an initial configuration g � y,
where g 2 supp#ðxÞ and y 2 ~I, we have d0ð~f

nðx; g �
yÞÞ�M for all n� 0. This means that the head of Â will

qy,g1
q1 qy,g2

q2

qy,g3

q3

qy,g4

q4

(q1, g1) q1
g1

(q2, g2)

q2
g2

(q3, g3)q3
g3

(q4, 1G)

Fig. 2 A visualization of the

proof of Lemma 7, with

automaton ~A on the left and Â

on the right. The figures do not

depict the same configuration
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always stay within distanceM of the simulated head of ~A, if

they are initialized on the same non-# coordinate, and thus

no head of Â will enter the error state e. For initial

configurations g � y where g 62 supp#ðxÞ, the simulated

automaton ~A never enters a final configuration by con-

struction, and neither does Â, as its heads either correctly

simulate ~A or enter the error state e. Since the final set F̂ is

defined in terms of the simulated heads, this implies

Sð~AÞ ¼ SðÂÞ. The second condition now holds by con-

struction of Â, and the first condition is inherited from ~A. h

We note that Lemmas 5 and 7 depend on the fact that

the heads of our automata cannot communicate over arbi-

trarily long distances, and our proofs fail if this is allowed.

See Sect. 8 for an extended discussion. The proofs of the

lemmas also rely on Lemma 4, which requires G to be a

torsion group.

Finally, we are ready to prove Theorem 5. Our proof

uses the same diagonalization technique as the main result

of Blum and Hewitt (1967), that the head hierarchy of

multi-headed finite automata on one-dimensional finite

words is infinite. The main idea is that Lemma 7 allows us

to consider group-walking automata on geodesic subshifts

XL
G essentially as one-dimensional finite automata, where

L � S� is an arbitrary one-dimensional language. We

choose L as a language that describes arbitrary k-headed

group-walking automata, and then define an n-headed

automaton (for some n[ k) that ‘interprets’ this language,

simulates the k-headed automaton Aw that a word w 2 L

represents, and rejects the configuration containing w if and

only if Aw does not reject it.

Proof of Theorem 5 Fix k� 1. We begin by defining a

one-dimensional language Lk � S� that describes k-headed

group-walking automata on SG with arbitrarily large state

sets. The alphabet of Lk is S ¼ fa; b; cg [ GðGÞ, where

GðGÞ is the finite symmetric generating set of G. Pick an

arbitrary k-headed radius-r automaton A ¼ ðQ; f ; I;F; SðGÞÞ
on SGðGÞ. Since we are interested in the set SðAÞ \ XS�

G of

geodesic configurations that A does not reject, we may

assume that the state sets of its heads are

Qi ¼ f1; . . .; jQijg, and that A satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 7. In particular, the heads of A never leave the

geodesic path on a configuration of XS�

G , and are always

initialized at the same coordinate.

We now inductively define the encoding nðAÞ 2 S� of

the automaton A. Let T ¼
Qk

i¼1ðQi [ f0gÞ be the alphabet

of the associated subshift Y. A state q 2 Qi [ f0g is

encoded as the word nðqÞ ¼ aqb, a word w ¼ w1 � � �wn 2
GðGÞn is encoded as nðwÞ ¼ w1aw2a � � � awnb, a symbol

ðe; qÞ 2 SðGÞ 
 T is encoded as nðe; qÞ ¼ sgnðq1Þ � � � nðqkÞ

if e ¼ ðs; gÞ 2 S
 GðGÞ and nðeÞ ¼ nðq1Þ � � � nðqkÞ if

e ¼ #, and a pattern P 2 ðSðGÞ 
 TÞBGðrÞ is encoded as

the concatenation of nðwÞnðPwÞ for all words w 2 GðGÞ� r
.

The complete encoding nðAÞ of A consists of the string

amaxi jQij, the encoding of every transition (P, f(P)) for every

input pattern P 2 ðS
 TÞBGðrÞ and every possible way of

writing each coordinate g 2 BGðrÞ as a geodesic word

w 2 GðGÞ�, and the encoding of every tuple ðqi; giÞki¼1 of

states and translations in the initial and final sets I and F, all

delimited by the symbols b in some unambiguous way. The

language Lk consists of the strings nðAÞcn for all k-head

automata A and all n� 0.

Let us describe a ð3k þ 2þ CÞ-headed automaton Â,

where C is a finite constant left undetermined, with the

property that for all k-head automata A, there exists some

configuration x ¼ xðp;wÞ 2 XLk
G with a finite-length geo-

desic path p such that exactly one of A and Â rejects x. We

will give a high-level description of Â, as the detailed state

set and local rule would be very complicated. However, it

should not be hard to see that the described behavior can be

implemented by finite state sets and local interactions.

The idea is that each word w ¼ nðAÞcn 2 Lk for n� 0

contains the encoding of the automaton A, and Â uses this

encoding to simulate A from different initial configurations

until it can decide whether x 2 SðAÞ. The automaton Â has

k simulation heads, k state heads, k þ 1 clock heads, an

initial head, and C auxiliary heads. The heads will always

be initialized on the same coordinate, and every coordinate

except the beginning p0 2 G of the path p leads to an

accepting run.

If the heads are initialized on the coordinate p0, then

they perform as follows. First, only the auxiliary heads can

move independently, and the other heads are controlled by

them. Each simulation head corresponds directly to a

simulated head of A, in the sense that the position of the

simulation head matches that of the simulated head. The

state heads stay on the first maxi jQij symbols of the path.

Each of them corresponds to the internal state of one

simulated head, in the sense that the ith state head on the

qth a-symbol corresponds to the state q 2 Qi.

The C auxiliary heads perform the computations

required by the simulation. One of the auxiliary heads is

called the neighborhood head. In the beginning of a

simulation step, the neighborhood head is situated on the

first coordinate p0 of the path. Other auxiliary heads scan

the r-ball around p0, and check whether its contents match

a pattern P 2 ðSðGÞ 
 TÞBGðrÞ encoded in the word w. Note

that we only need to consider the intersection of said ball

with the path p, since the complement of p contains only

#-symbols in the configuration x, and the simulated heads
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never leave the path. This can be implemented with six

auxiliary heads as follows. One head reads the generator

symbols from the encoding of P, while a second head

walks along them on the path p, guided by a third head that

travels back and forth between them. If the second head

encounters a simulation head that is also present in the

pattern P, three additional heads can check whether its state

matches the one in P: a fourth head advances along the

sequence of a-symbols in the encoding of P and a fifth one

along the sequence at the beginning of p where the

corresponding state head lies, synchronized by a sixth head

that travels between them, verifying that the sequences

have the same length. Since the coordinates of the pattern

P are encoded as a geodesic sequence of generators in

every possible way, there exists one encoding of P in

w such that the second head will not have to leave the path

in order to reach a coordinate that contains a non-# symbol

in P. When a matching encoding is found, if the transition

result f ðPÞ 2 S
 T contains any heads of A, then the

corresponding simulation heads are moved to coordinate of

the neighborhood head, and the corresponding state heads

are moved to the correct positions on the initial string of a-

symbols. We may assume that updating the heads one at a

time will not cause any problems; for example, we may

modify A so that on even-numbered steps, every head just

stores its surroundings in its internal state, and the head

positions are updated on odd-numbered turns.

The above process is repeated for every coordinate of

the path; when the correct pattern P has been found and all

required simulation and state heads have been moved to

their new positions, the neighborhood head advances one

step along the path. When the last coordinate of the path

has been processed, the neighborhood head returns to p0.

Next, the auxiliary heads check whether a final (rejecting)

configuration is reached, using the same technique as

above. If this is the case, Â accepts the configuration x by

entering simple looping state.

If a rejecting configuration is not reached, then the k þ 1

clock heads are updated. After each simulated step of A, the

first clock head advances one step along p, guided by an

auxiliary head. If it is the last coordinate of p, it

immediately returns to the beginning, after which the

second head advances one step. When the second clock

head reaches the end of p, it also returns to the beginning,

and the third head advances one step. The remaining clock

heads behave similarly. After this, a new simulation step

begins.

Now, notice that the clock heads will return to their

original positions after jpjkþ1
simulated steps, where |p| is

the length of the path p. If the simulation goes on for the

jpjkþ1
steps without reaching a final configuration, it is

terminated, the initial head is advanced by one step along

p, and a new simulation is initialized from that coordinate.

If the initial head reaches the end of the path and cannot

advance further, then Â rejects the configuration x. This

concludes the description of Â.

We claim that if n (and thus |p|) is large enough, then

x 2 SðÂÞ if and only if x 62 SðAÞ. First, if we have

x 2 SðAÞ, then A does not reject the configuration, every

simulated run of A goes on for jpjkþ1
steps, and Â

eventually rejects, so x 62 SðÂÞ. Suppose then that

x 62 SðAÞ, so there is a rejecting run of A on x starting

from some coordinate g 2 G. By our assumption on A,

we have g ¼ pi for some i 2 f0; . . .; jpj � 1g. Since A has

k heads that never leave the path p, any rejecting run of

A contains at most
Qk

i¼1 jQij � jpj ¼ jpjk
Qk

i¼1 jQij differ-

ent configurations, and in particular enters a rejecting

configuration after at most this many steps. If

jpj[
Qk

i¼1 jQij, then Â will simulate A from the

coordinate pi (or some other rejecting coordinate) long

enough for A to reject x, and will itself accept it, which

implies x 2 SðÂÞ. Since n can be arbitrarily large, this

finishes the proof. h

6 Characterizations of torsion groups

Combining the results of the previous sections, we obtain

some characterizations of torsion groups.

Lemma 8 The X1
S subshift is intrinsically P0

1 on every

group.

Theorem 6 Let G be a finitely generated infinite group.

The following are equivalent

– G is torsion,

– the X1
S subshift is not in SðG; 4Þ,

– SðG; 4Þ is not equal to the class of all intrinsically P0
1

subshifts, and

– the hierarchy SðG; kÞk� 1 is infinite.

Proof This follows from Lemma 8, Theorems 2, 3

and 5. h

Finally, we note that Lemma 8 requires the intrinsic

notion of computability, as shown by the following corol-

lary of [Proposition 2.3 of Aubrun et al. (2014)] (also

proved in Jeandel 2015).

Proposition 1 Let G be a recursively presented and

finitely generated group, and let S be a nontrivial finite

alphabet. The subshift X1
S;G is P0

1 if and only if G has a

decidable word problem.
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7 Three- and four-headed automata on non-
torsion groups

In this section, we give a sufficient condition for a torsion

group G to satisfy SðG
 Z; 3Þ(SðG
 Z; 4Þ. We note that

we do not have examples of such groups. Intuitively, the

property required is that the word problem of G is highly

non-computable, in the specific sense that there is a

recursively enumerable set of ‘long’ identities in the group

whose validity cannot be checked using an oracle for the

set of all ‘short’ identities. We also require an additional

quantitative property related to the torsion function to give

meaning to ‘short’ and ‘long’.

The proof idea is that we consider G
 Z-configurations

over S ¼ f0; 1g where the Z-cosets all contain the same

configuration x 2 SZ. The configuration x is p-periodic,

where p ¼ /ðwÞ� 1 is a computable compression of a

word w 2 GðGÞ� over the generators of G, and we take the

subshift corresponding to those periods p that encode the

identity element 1G. We show that three heads can only

explore a small number of identities of G (though they can

explore any amount of positions of G), so if we assume

suitable ‘unpredictability properties’ for G, then three

heads cannot explore the word problem for long enough

words to determine whether the word coded by p is the

identity map.

We proceed to the details. In this section, fix G to be a

finitely generated torsion group with generating set GðGÞ,
and define T : N ! N by TðnÞ ¼ maxðTGðnÞ; nÞ, where TG
is the torsion function of G. This definition ensures that our

formulas are accurate even if TG is sublinear. For each

p 2 N, let xp 2 f0; 1gG
Z
be the configuration where

x
p

ðg;nÞ ¼ 1 if and only if n  0 mod p. For a Turing machine

M and numbers p 2 N and r 2 N, we writeMðp;BGðrÞÞ for
the result of running M on the input p using an oracle for

the word problem of G for words of length at most r (the

result being either ‘Mðp;BGðrÞÞ eventually halts’ or

‘Mðp;BGðrÞÞ never halts’).
For a set B � N, let XB � f0; 1gG
Z

be the smallest

subshift containing the configurations xp with p 2 B. The

subshift XB contains precisely the orbits of the configura-

tions xp such that p 2 B, and if B is infinite, also the con-

figuration where each Z-coset contains the configuration

� � � 0001000 � � � (with the 1 in the same position in each

coset) and the all-zero configuration. These limiting con-

figurations are not relevant for the proof, but we mention

them for completeness.

We now show that the heads of a three-headed

automaton cannot travel arbitrarily far from each other on

the periodic configurations xp.

Lemma 9 With the definitions above, let f : N ! N be

any function with superexponential growth and let A ¼
ðQ; f ; I;F; f0; 1gÞ be a 3-headed automaton on G
 Z with

associated subshift Y. For all large enough p 2 N (de-

pending on A), if y 2 Y contains all heads of A at the same

coordinate and n 2 N is arbitrary, then p2ðf nðxp; yÞÞ con-
tains the heads at some coordinates ðg0; n0Þ, ðg1; n1Þ and

ðg2; n2Þ where
diamðfg0; g1; g2gÞ� ðf � T � f � T � fÞðpÞ:

Proof The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 4, so

we give only a sketch. Since we are dealing with a

Cartesian product G
 Z, the distance between two coor-

dinates ðg; nÞ; ðh;mÞ 2 G
 Z is the sum of the coordinate-

wise distances, or dGðg; hÞ þ jn� mj. We call these coor-

dinate-wise metrics the G-distance and the Z-distance. Let

r 2 N be the radius of f, and denote q ¼ jQj.
Consider the run of a single head of A on a configuration

from the orbit of xp, starting from some coordinate

ðg; nÞ 2 G
 Z. The head can travel a G-distance of at

most T(pqr) from its initial position. Namely, in at most pq

steps, it must simultaneously repeat its internal state and its

position modulo p on the Z-coset. At this point, it has

traveled to some coordinate ðh; nþ mpÞ 2 G
 Z, where

dGðg; hÞ� pqr� TðpqrÞ. The head is now necessarily in a

loop, moving on the Z-component at a linear rate. Using

the torsion function TG, we obtain as in Lemma 4 that the

G-distance between the head and (g, n) never exceeds

T(pqr).

Next, consider the run of two heads of A, started from

the same position. If the heads at some point get separated

by a Z-distance of at least 3pqr, then the heads must be in a

loop, with their Z-distance increasing at a linear rate. The

heads will never meet again, and can each travel a G-

distance of at most T(pqr) from that point on.

Similarly, if the two heads separate by a G-distance of

more than 2TðpqrÞ þ r at some point, then they will never

meet again, and can each travel an additional G-distance of

at most T(pqr).

Finally, if the heads always stay within G-distance

2TðpqrÞ þ r and Z-distance 3pqr from each other, then

we can consider them to be a single head with q0 ¼
pq2 � 3pqrjBGð2TðpqrÞ þ rÞj states. By the first part of

the proof, after q0 steps the heads either have not

separated, and thus will never travel a G-distance of

more than Tðpq0rÞ, or alternatively separate before this,

and then travel at most an additional G-distance of

2T(pqr) steps. All in all, two heads can travel at most a

G-distance of

Tð3p3q3r2jBGð2TðpqrÞ þ rÞjÞ þ 2TðpqrÞ�CðT � f � T � fÞðpÞ
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for a constant C[ 0 and all large enough p (depending on

A), since T grows at least linearly and jBGð�Þj grows at most

exponentially.

Now, consider the movement of 3 heads. If p is large

enough, and one of the heads is not within G-distance of

3CðT � f � T � fÞðpÞ from any other head, then the heads

will not travel an additional G-distance of more than CðT �
f � T � fÞðpÞ by the previous argument. Thus, the three

heads will forever stay within G-distance 5CðT � f � T �
fÞðpÞ from each other. In particular they stay within G-

distance ðf � T � f � T � fÞðpÞ from each other. h

We now present a formal definition for the property that

we require from G.

Definition 6 Let / : N ! N be a function. We say that a

group G is /-unpredictable if there exists a partial com-

putable function w : N ! GðGÞ� such that for any Turing

machine M, there exist infinitely many p 2 N such that

wðpÞ is defined and

wðpÞ� G1G () Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ never halts :

Proposition 2 Let G and T be as before, and suppose that

there exists a superexponential function f : N ! N such

that G is ðf � T � f � T � fÞ-unpredictable. Then
SðG
 Z; 3Þ(SðG
 Z; 4Þ:

Proof Let / ¼ f � T � f � T � f, let w : N ! S� be the

function in the definition of /-unpredictability, and let

B ¼ fp 2 N j wðpÞ is undefined or wðpÞ 6 � G1Gg:

We claim that the subshift XB � f0; 1gG
Z
is intrinsically

P0
1, and thus belongs to SðG
 Z; 4Þ by Theorem 2.

Namely, B can be defined by the following forbidden

patterns:

– Every two-element pattern fðg; nÞ7!0; ðh; nÞ7!1g,
which forbid two Z-cosets from having distinct

configurations.

– The patterns corresponding to the words 10a10aþ1 and

0aþ110a1 on a Z-coset for all a 2 N, which force the

periodic structure of the configurations xp.

– For all p 2 N such that wðnÞ is defined and wðnÞ� G1G,

the pattern corresponding to the word 10p�11 on a Z-

coset, which remove the incorrect configurations xp

from XB.

The above patterns can clearly be generated by a Turing

machine using the word problem of G as an oracle.

We claim that XB 62 SðG
 Z; 3Þ, so suppose for con-

tradiction that there exists a three-headed automaton A that

defines XB. Now, consider the following Turing machine

M. Given p 2 N and an oracle for the /ðpÞ-ball of G, the
machine M starts simulating A on the finitely many

configurations in the orbit of xp, starting from initial

patterns of A placed at the origin. Since the heads stay

within G-distance /ðpÞ from each other, this simulation is

possible: Since each configuration in XB is G-invariant, we

can fix the first head to stay at the origin and move the

others relatively to it. More precisely, the moves of the

second and third head are performed as indicated by the

local rule of A, while a move of the first fixed head from

ð1G; nÞ to ðh; n0Þ is simulated by a movement of the first

head from ð1G; nÞ to ð1G; n0Þ, and for i ¼ 2; 3 moving the

ith head from ðgi; niÞ to ðh�1gi; niÞ. If the G-distance of the
heads exceeds /ðpÞ, or the simulation of A never rejects the

configuration, then Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ never halts. If A rejects

the configuration from some initial state before the G-

distance of the heads exceeds /ðpÞ, then Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ
eventually halts.

We claim that for all large enough p, the machine

Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ halts if and only if A rejects the config-

uration xp. Namely, Lemma 9 implies that for all large

enough p, the heads of A always stay within G-distance of

/ðpÞ from the first head, and since the first head is fixed at

the origin and the other heads move relatively to it in the

simulation, the machine Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ will either halt or
keep simulating A forever.

Now, by the assumption that A defines the subshift XB,

for all large enough p 2 N the machine Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ
eventually halts if and only if p 62 B, which is equivalent to

wðpÞ being defined and wðpÞ� G1G. Since G is /-
unpredictable, there exist arbitrarily large p 2 N such that

wðpÞ is defined and

wðpÞ� G1G () Mðp;BGð/ðpÞÞÞ never halts :

This is a contradiction, so A cannot define the subshift

XB. h

8 Future work and open questions

We believe a group with the property required in Propo-

sition 2 exists, which leads to the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1 There exists a finitely generated non-tor-

sion group G with the property SðG; 3Þ(SðG; 4Þ. In par-

ticular, SðG; 3Þ is not always equal to the class of

intrinsically P0
1 subshifts.

We know that if G is not a torsion group, then the

hierarchy SðG; kÞk� 1 collapses to the fourth level (if not

earlier), and SðG; 4Þ is exactly the class of intrinsically P0
1

subshifts. On torsion groups, the hierarchy does not contain

all intrinsically P0
1 subshifts, and we have shown in The-

orem 5 that it is infinite. We have not tried to optimize the

proof with respect to the number of heads needed for a
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strict inclusion (as is evident from the unknown constant

C), but we nevertheless believe that the hierarchy is strict

on all torsion groups. Namely, this holds for many different

types of automata on finite words (Yao and Rivest 1978;

Monien 1980), and our results show that in some sense,

torsion groups behave similarly to them. The main diffi-

culty in converting these results to our formalism is that the

proofs usually involve languages with precise combinato-

rial structure, and the geodesics of torsion groups might in

principle contain some additional information that allows a

k-head group-walking automaton to recognize geodesic

subshifts of languages that no k-head one-dimensional

automaton can recognize.

Conjecture 2 If G is an infinite finitely generated torsion

group, then SðG; kÞ(SðG; k þ 1Þ for all k� 1.

Some very basic questions about the abelian cases were

left open in Salo and Törmä (2014). We have no progress

on these questions.

Question 1 Do we have SðZ; 2Þ ¼ SðZ; 3Þ or SðZ2; 2Þ
¼ SðZ2; 3Þ?

We note that in Delorme and Mazoyer (2002), a slightly

different model of multi-headed group-walking automaton

is studied on the group Z2, and it is shown that in this

model, two-headed machines are strictly weaker than three-

headed ones. It seems that the question is harder in our

model. In Salo and Törmä (2014), we only showed that

SðZd; 2Þ(SðZd; 3Þ holds for d� 3. It is natural to ask what

happens on general groups, and we make the following

conjecture.

Conjecture 3 Let G be any finitely generated infinite

group that is not virtually Z or virtually Z2. Then

SðG; 2Þ(SðG; 3Þ.

Finally, we briefly discuss how the results of the paper

(to the best of our knowledge) depend on our precise model

of finite-state automata. Namely, we discuss an open

problem related to a detail of the definition that did not play

a major role in the conference version (Salo and Törmä

2015) of this paper, but in the present paper becomes very

important: our model does not allow the heads to share a

state over large distances.

Suppose that we modify our model in a natural way to

allow instant communication over distances in the form of

a shared state, and call this new capability telepathy.

Allowing telepathy, Lemma 5 becomes false: we can have

a two-headed machine where the first head moves along a

geodesic, reading movement instructions, and have the

second head follow these instructions, moving arbitrarily

far from the geodesic. Thus our proof of Lemma 7 fails,

and perhaps even the lemma itself is not true, as the second

head could theoretically explore identities of the group that

are not visible to an automaton that is not allowed to leave

the geodesic. In particular, our proof of Theorem 5 fails.

We do not know whether the theorem itself is true.

Question 2 In a model where telepathy is allowed, is the

hierarchy SðG; kÞk� 1 still infinite for all finitely generated

infinite torsion groups G?
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